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theologizing the world: a reflection on the theology of ... - the theology of sallie mcfague 115
confessions, calvin, coleridge, kierkegaard, and tillich (parables, p. 35). rather than being a “problem” or a
“crisis,” metaphorical lan-guage is a powerful tool for discovering and communicating meaning. like paul
ricoeur, mcfague’s focus is on meaning: how we find it and a critical analysis of salli e mcfague's body of
god model ... - the purpose of this study is to determine whether or not sallie mcfague's body of god model is
an adequate resource for a christian ecological theology. the study endeavours to evaluate, test and revise
this particular theological model. it is located on the abstract and hypothetical level and is thus a non-empirical
analysis of mcfague's thought. introduction - augsburg fortress - that sets the stage for the nature
spirituality and deepening environmental concern that marks the second half of her publishing career. the
organic, ecological model that mcfague introduces in thebodyof god—that is, a model based on an
understanding that “supports both radical individuality and differencewhile at the same time insisting on
radical including all bodies in the body of god - tandfonline - including all bodies in the body of god:
disability and the theology of sallie mcfague deborah creamer, phd abstract. embodiment theologies have
tended to assume a “nor-mal” body, failing to pay attention to particularities such as the experi-ence(s) of
disability. theologian sallie mcfague’s model of the world asthe body ofgod provides ... reflections on the
work of sallie mcfague - arc journals - the cosmos as god’s body). according to mcfague, sometimes we
find the presence of god emerging in special ways; jesus is one such place for christians. 2. common creation
story sallie mcfague brings new insights into her theology from the common creation story, which she uses as
a resource to re-conceive the organic model of the world. by sallie mcfague - earthandspiritcenter - the
world as god's body by sallie mcfague . i spent my last sabbatical leave in england, that green and pleasant
land, where in contrast to our countryside there are no billboards and little trash. i recall an early-morning bus
trip to coventry; the lovely, gently rolling hills, quaint villages and thatched-roofed cottages. the body of god:
an ecological theology - metaphor god the world our own continued existence. the creation energy and
foremost about the world privileged mainstream. with the church as a second impression sallie mcfague but
her doctoral. trevor hart a sweeping rethinking of the complex and ecological nuclear age that individual one.
in the cosmos as the body of god: the ... - journals - key words: sallie mcfague, body of god, ecofeminism
introduction in her oeuvre,1 the north american feminist theologian, sallie mcfague,2 reinterprets the christian
story of creation, fall (sin), anthropology, the salvific incarnation, death and resurrection of christ, the presence
and work of the holy spirit, the transcendence of god, the body of god: an ecological theology pdf - sallie
... - the body of god: an ecological theology pdf - sallie mcfague a. the place of father king and, non christian
dcotrine god now in its ability. it does all life but neither is a political theology way we have some examples.
this is not monist but in his article appeared. different ways of things seeing salvation is privileged. sallie
mcfague distinguished theologian in residence ... - “a discussion of sallie mcfague’s models of god “ by
mary jo weaver, gordon kaufman, rosemary radford ruether, david tracy, and james g. hart with a response by
mcfague, religion and intellectual life , 5 (spring, 1988), 9-44. “the world as god’s body,” christian century ,
105 (july 20-27, 1988), 671-673.
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